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Summary. Data  concerning  the  study  about  the  effect  of  Еrbisol® preparations  on  an

expression  of  leukocytes  superficial  markers  in  healthy  donors  and  oncologic  patients  are

presented in the article in vitro. The most immunomodulating effect on the blood cell by these

preparations  was shown in patients  with the greatest  deviation  from the normal  indices.  The

comparison  of  the  preparation  effects  on  the  blood  cells  established that  in  patients  with

immunodepression of T-cell immunity, ERBISOL® ULTRApharm activates to the greater extent

T-helpers, T-supressors/cytotoxic cells, T- killers and NK-cells responsible for the formation of

cell immunity and inhibits the B-lymphocyte activation that allows to increasing the antitumorous

body  protection.  Extra  ЕRBISOL® exerts  an  influence  on  unspecific  immunity,  activating

monocytes/macrophages  and  N-killers  that  promotes  the  reinforcement  of  reparative  and

adaptogenic  body  functions.  ЕRBISOL® combines  the  ability  for  reinforcing  the  reparative-

adaptogenic body functions  as well  as the activity of immune killer  link.  Data of leukocytes

phenotyping in 30 oncologic patients  who were taking chemotherapy with ERBISOL® as the

concomitant preparation are also presented. 
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The immunological deficiency is considerably prevailed among patients who suffered of

acute  and  chronic  diseases  at  present.  Acquired or secondary immunodeficiencies are  so

dangerous that expect the special attention in a case of complicated disease therapy. 

An insufficiently considered use of the antibacterial and chemotherapeutical agents results

in disorders of normal intestinal microflora,  a change in the function of enzyme systems, the

resistance and the adaptation mechanism of microorganism and finally the disease change in

chronic. 

The complex disorders of immune status, the T-cell link disturbance, the changes from the

side  of  B-lymphocytes,  the  inhibition  of  phagocytosis  etc.  are  observed  in oncopathology.

Frequently an  inferiority of the body immune response complicates the course of malignant



process.  Chemo-  and radiotherapy  made  the contribution into the aggravation of immune

reactivity disorders in such patients.   The support of internal genetic environmental permanency

in the organism or immunological homeostasis (the inspection of aberrant and tumor cells,  the

immunologic regulation, the control of microbe infection, the proliferation and the differentiation

of hemopoietic,  immunocompetent and other cells)  is realized by the basic cell effectors of

immunological inspection including T-  and B-lymphocytes,  natural killers (NK-cells)  and

mononuclear phagocytes. 

The development of fundamental and applied immunology resulted in the interpretation that

the immune system functions can be significantly changed, aside of the increase or the inhibition

under an influence of the different endogenic and exogenic factors. As a consequence, the new

class of pharmacological agents – the immunotropical preparations that can influence on different

links of the immune system, and owing to this, change the force, the character, and the direction

of the immune reactions was appeared.

The preparations of ERBISOL® class with original mechanism of action (manufacturer SPC

Ltd  “Erbis”,  Ukraine)  -  the  complex  of  natural  nonprotein  low-molecular  compounds   of

nonhormonal  origin,  obtained  from  the  animal  embryonic  tissue  containing  glycopeptides,

peptides, nucleotides  and  aminoacids attract the special interest. 

All the preparations of ERBISOL® class (ERBISOL®, ERBISOL® ULTRApharm and Extra

ERBISOL®)  promote an accelerated restoration of damaged cells and destruction of anomalous

cells and tissues by activating the immune system. The basic immunomodulating effect of the

preparations  is  first  of  all  manifested  by  the  effect  on  macrophagal  link  responsible  for  the

reparation of damaged cells and the restoration of the organ and tissue functional activity and also

by NK-cells  and T-killers,  responsible  for the destruction of damaged cells, incapable to the

regeneration or anomalous cells (mutant, malignant cells, viruliferous etc.) and tissues. Everyone

of the preparations activates the macrophagal or killer link in different degree and this ability is

dependent on  the  correlation of  cell membrane and cell morphoplasme components in their

composition [3]. 

In previous reviews [1, 2, 5] data regarding the comparison of cytokine producing ability of

peripheral blood mononuclear cells in healthy donors and oncologic patients, and also patients

with recurrent herpetic infection under the influence of ERBISOL® preparations were presented.

The  use of the  studied  preparations in vitro results in the monocytes and type 1  T-helper

activation that promotes the strengthening of specific cell immune response owing to  the

increased synthesis of IL-2,  -IFN,  TNF-,  and the  inhibition of IL-4  and IL-10  synthesis

responsible for the humoral immune response. Thus, the immunomodulating effect of ERBISOL®

preparations is  related  with  the  normalization  of  Th1-  and Th2-lymphocytes  activity  that

contributes to the recovery of cytokine balance. 
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 The aim of this work is to study the effect of ERBISOL® preparations on an expression of

superficial antigens (markers) of blood leukocytes in healthy donors and oncologic patients with

the  immunologic  insufficiency  of  cell  immunity  in vitro and  in  dynamics  of  treatment  by

preparation ERBISOL  under the chemotherapy support.

Materials and methods 

The peripheral heparinized blood of 25  apparently healthy donors and 30  patients with

oncologic pathology (16  men and 14  women,  mean age 33,4  ±  3,8  years)  with diagnosis:

carcinoma of the mammary gland (10 patients), pulmonary carcinoma (12 patients)  and, gastric

carcinoma of the II and IV stages (8  patients)  was examined.  Diagnoses  were histologically

verified. All the patients were taking the complex therapy and the intratumorous transcutaneous

thin-needle administration of chemical  preparations under ultrasound control.  The preparation

ERBISOL® was prescribed at the complex therapy as the daily intramuscular injections twice a

day in 2 ml dose, 2-3 days  before chemotherapy and 3-5 days after its course. 

The  immunological  indices  were  studies  in  accordance  with  the  recommendation  of

Working Group of SPb RB RAACI on the standardization of methods concerning the blood cells

immunotyping [4] by the method of flowing cytofluorometry at laser flowing cytofluorometer

FACScan  in  direct  immunofluorescent  test  using  the  monoclonal  antibodies  of  Leu  series

("Becton Dickinson", USA) [6]. 

The  expression  of  antigens:  CD3+22-  (total  pool  of  Т-lymphocytes);  CD4+8-  (helper-

inductor subpopulation); CD4-8+ (suppressor-cytotoxic subpopulation); CD4+8+  (immature T-

cells); CD3-19+ (B-lymphocytes); СD3+/16+56+ (Т-killers); СD3-/16+56+ (natural killers, NK-

cells); CD3+/HLA-DR+ (activated Т-lymphocytes); CD3-/HLA-DR+ (activated B-lymphocytes);

CD14+ (monocytes); CD45+ (granulocytes) were studied. 

An  incubation  with  the  preparations  was  made  in  the  96-well  plate  where  blood

leukocytess (5x104 cells per 100 μl) were entering into its wells taking into consideration 2 test

wells (with preparations) and 1 control well for every combination of monoclonal antibodies

(MCAB). 50 μl of the preparations were entered into the test wells. The plate was incubated at

37о C in  СО2-incubator for 18 hours at 5 % СО2 content.  After this the supernatant fluid was

carefully dekanted,  and added 20 μl  appropriate  MCAB in working dilution.  The plate was

centrifuged at 1000 rpm for 5 minutes and washed with 0,9 % solution of sodium chloride after

45 minutes of incubation in the dark with constant mixing using the vortex-mixer. The quantity

cells  in  wells  was  measured  at  cytofluorometer.  The  coefficient  of  activation  (Cact.)  was

calculated by a formula:  Cact. = b/a, where: b – the percentage of the cells with appropriate

superficial antigen under the incubation with test preparation, a – the percentage of the cells with

corresponding superficial  antigen at  the  incubation  without  preparation  (spontaneous level) -

Control.
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The statistic processing of the results was made using the “Microsoft Excel” program. A

significance of the differences was calculated by Student’s t-test.

Results of investigation and their discussion 

Data of blood leukocytes  immunophenotyping  in  healthy donors  at  the incubation  with

ERBISOL preparations in vitro are shown in table 1. 

Table 1 –  Data of blood leukocytes immunophenotyping in healthy donors under the influence

                  of ERBISOL preparations in vitro (M  m)

Superficial antigens

Norm Control

ERBISOL ERBISOL

ULTRApharm
Extra

ERBISOL

after
influence 

Cact. after
influence

Cact. after
influence

Cact.

CD3+/22-, %
T-lymphocytes

56-75 76,21,3 77,02,2  1,01 77,72,3 1,02 74,81,1 0,98

CD3+/HLA-DR+, %
activated T-cells

5-10 2,60,2 3,10,3 1,19
   

3,40,3 * 1,31 2,80,2 1,08

CD4+8+, %
immature T-cells

0-1 0,800,1 0,800,2 1,00
 

0,940,1 1,18 0,850,2 1,06

CD4+8-, %
T-helpers/inductors

30-45 40,91,3 40,11,5 0,98 41,31,1 1,01 40,92,1 1,0

CD4-8+, %
T-suppr./cytotoxic

25-35 34,80,7 32,41,1 0,93 32,70,5 0,94 33,41,3 0,96

CD4+/ CD8+ 1,2-2,3 1,210,04 1,270,03 1,05 1,310,07 1,08 1,280,05 1,06

CD3+/16+56+, %
Т-killers

3-8 6,50,4 6,80,2 1,05 7,10,5 1,09 6,80,7 1,04

CD3-/16+56+, %
N-killers (NK-cells)

7-13 7,70,7 8,80,4 1,14 8,90,5 1,16 9,50,4 * 1,24

CD3-19+, %
B-lymphocytes

5-13 7,90,7 7,60,8 0,96 7,90,9 1,00 6,00,5 * 0,76

CD3-/HLA-DR+, %
activated B-cells

5-13 8,00,8 7,51,0 0,94
     

7,41,1 0,93 6,61,0 0,83

CD14+, %
Monocytes 

3-8 6,71,2 7,10,9 1,06 7,01,1 1,04 7,20,9 1,08

CD45+14-, %
Granulocytes

50-65 58,71,2 58,62,1 0,96   58,42,3 0,98 58,11,5 0,99

* - significant differences as compared with control (P<0,05)

As shown the data of table 1, the increase in an expression of the differential markers of

blood leukocytes in healthy donors under the cultivation cells with the studied preparations  was

not  noted  comparing  to  controls  that  is  spontaneous  their  level.  The  significant  increase  in

activated T-lymphocytes (CD3+/HLA-DR+) number under the  ERBISOL ULTRApharm effect

was  revealed.   A  number  of  the natural  killers  (NK-cells)  with  antigens  CD3-/16+56+  was

increased under the influence of all the studied preparations where the most effect was revealed by
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Extra  ERBISOL.  The  significant  (P<0,05)  decrease  in  B-lymphocytes  quantity  after  the

incubation with the Extra ERBISOL preparation was observed.  

Analyzing the data of blood  leukocytes  immunophenotyping,  the  pronounced

immunological insufficiency of cellular immunity in oncologic patients by many parameters (T-

lymphocytes,  T-helpers and T-suppressors/cytotoxic cells,  N-  and T-killers,  activated T-

lymphocytes) was revealed (table 2). 

Table 2 – Data of blood leukocytes immunophenotyping in oncologic patients under the effect

                 of ERBISOL preparations in vitro (M  m)

Superficial antigens

Norm Control

ERBISOL  ERBISOL

ULTRApharm
Extra

ERBISOL

after
influence 

Cact. after
influence

Cact. after
influence

Cact.

CD3+/22-, %
T-lymphocytes

56-75  46,5+2,3 53,02,1* 1,14 56,71,5 * 1,22
  

50,72,0 1,09

CD3+/HLA-DR+, %
activ. T-cells

5-10 4,3+0,4 6,40,8 * 1,50
   

5,70,3 * 1,32
    

5,50,4 1,28

CD4+8+, %
immatureT-cells

0-1 1,2+0,1 1,30,2 1,10 1,10,1 0,95
   

1,30,2 1,08

CD4+8-, %
T-helpers/inductors

30-45 24,1+2,2 30,81,7 * 1,28
    

34,01,6 * 1,41 
  

28,21,2 1,17

CD4-8+, %
T-suppr./cytotoxic

25-35 20,7+1,7 26,12,0 * 1,26
    

27,91,2 * 1,35
   

23,81,5 1,15

CD4+/ CD8+ 1,2 -2,3 1,16+ 0,01 1,29 0,04 * 1,11
    

1,40 0,02 * 1,09
   

1,19 0,03 1,02

CD3+/16+56+, %
Т-killers

3-8 1,4+0,3 1,80,3 1,28 2,10,4 * 1,53 1,60,3 1,16

CD3-/16+56+, %
N-killers (NK-cells)

7-13 4,3+0,4 4,70,2 1,10
       

6,30,3
 *,  a

1,47
        

5,40,4 * 1,26

CD3-19+, %
B-lymphocytes

5-13 8,0+0,5 7,00,3 0,87
   

6,40,2 *  0,80
   

7,10,3 0,89

CD3-/HLA-DR+, %
activ. B-cells

5-13 11,3+0,6 9,40,4 * 0,83
    

7,90,4 * 0,70
    

10,00,3 0,89

CD14+, %
Monocytes

3-8 6,0+0,4 6,60,3 1,10 6,40,3 1,07 7,70,4 
 *,   a, b

1,29

CD45+14-, %
Granulocytes

50-65 66,9+1,6 67,62,3 1,01
    

65,61,0 0,98
    

74,92,2 * 1,12

Comment:  P < 0,05 -  significant  differences  as  compared with control  (*),  with the  data  of

ERBISOL influence (a) and of ERBISOL ULTRApharm influence (b)

A cultivation of the patient blood cell with ERBISOL preparations has a considerable

influence on the  expression of superficial antigens practically in all the leukocytes

subpopulations. The significant increase in expression of activation molecules (HLA-DR) on T-

lymphocytes  was  noted  after  the  influence  of  all  three  studied  preparations. The  increased

expression of superficial antigens on T-helpers, T-suppressors/cytotoxic cells, and T-killers was
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observed after the incubation with ERBISOL and ERBISOL ULTRApharm preparations. The

most decrease in amount of cells with CD3+19- and CD3-/HLA-DR -receptors was noted after

the cultivation with ERBISOL ULTRApharm preparation. This preparation promotes the great

increase of  N- and T-killers, participating in the destruction of anomalous (tumorous) cells, as

compared with other studied preparations  (ERBISOL increases only the amount of  T-killers,

and Extra ERBISOL - that of N-killers). All three preparations contributed to the normalization

of  cell ratio (CD4+/CD8+). 

The analogous  changes  were  also noted  analyzing data obtained at studying the Extra

ERBISOL effect on the  expression of differential  markers  of  blood  leukocytes  but  the

significant differences were only revealed regarding the increased expression of antigens HLA-

DR+ on Т-lymphocytes, CD3-/16+56+ on N- killers and CD14+ on monocytes comparing to the

initial findings.  

Thus, the characteristic feature of  ERBISOL preparations is their immunocorrection ability

for the  recovery of  insufficient cell immunity up to the normal parameters and inhibits humoral

immunity  up  to  the  minimal  significance  of  a  norm. In  full  measure  the  immunomodulating

activity  of  preparations  is  manifested  under  the  considerable  deviation  from the  norm of  the

immune status parameters that took place in the majority of oncologic patients. 

As is shown from figure 1  the most effective immunomodulator is ERBISOL

ULTRApharm preparation, that activates  T-helpers and killer link of immunity,  presented by T-

suppressors/cytotoxic cells,  Т- and N-killers, responsible for the formation of cellular immunity.

Simultaneously  the  preparation  decreases  an  amount  and  an  activation  of  B-lymphocytes

inhibiting humoral immunity that allows to form the effective antitumorous body protection.  

For Extra ERBISOL preparation is characteristic to influence on nonspecific  immunity,

activating N- killers and monocytes/macrophages, that contributes strengthening the reparative and

adaptogenic functions of organism that are noted in the medical practice.

Basic preparation ERBISOL comparing  to  the above-mentioned  preparations has no so

pronounced characteristics, but  it  combines the  ability  for  strengthening  the  reparative-

adaptogenic body functions as well as the killer link of immunity, that allows to take to the “mild”

immunomodulators with the wide-profile effect.

The second stage of the work was the  study of  the leukocytes phenotype in oncologic

patients, following complex therapy with the use of  ERBISOL  as a concomitant preparation.

The results of studies are shown in table 3.  
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Figure 1 – The coefficient of activation (Cact)  indices  in blood leukocytes subpopulations of

oncologic patients under the effect of  ERBISOL preparations in vitro

1 - CD3+22- (Т-lymphocytes); 2 - CD3+/HLA-DR+ (activated Т-lymphocytes); 3 - CD4+8- (T-

helpers); 4 – CD4-8+ (suppressors/cytotoxic subpopulation); 5 – ratio CD4+/CD8+; 6 - CD3-19+

(B-lymphocytes); 7 - CD3-/HLA-DR+ (activated B-lymphocytes); 8 - СD3+/16+56+ (Т-killers);

9 - СD3-/16+56+ (natural killers, NK-cells); 10 - CD14+ (monocytes)

As is demonstrated in table 3,  the recovery of immunocompetent cell  activity, which

affection results in the  formation of second immunodeficiency,  is occurred in accordance with

analysis  of the superficial  antigen expression in examined oncologic patients who were taken

chemotherapy in complex with ERBISOL.  It was manifested with the improvement of immune

status  by  many  parameters  after  the  therapeutic  course:  a  quantity  of  cells  with  CD3+22-,

CD4+8-, CD4-8+, CD3+/HLA-DR+ antigens was increased to the normal values, the cell ratio of

basic immunoregulatory subpopulations (CD4+/CD8+) was normalized too. An amount of cells

with  CD3-/16+56+  antigens  (N-killers) was  significantly  increased.  A  number  of cells with

CD3+/16+56+ antigens (Т-killer) was also increased but this index reached only the lower limits

of  a  norm.  Data  of  such  character  are  indicated  on  necessity  for  the  next  course  of

immunotherapy in such oncologic patients and the desirable use of  ERBISOL ULTRApharm

preparation.   
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Table 3 – Data of blood leukocytes phenotyping in oncologic patients in dynamics of complex

therapy using ERBISOL preparation (M  m)

Superficial antigens

Norm

Oncologic patients
before treatment 

(С)
after treatment

(D)
Cact.

(D/C)
CD3+/19-, %
T-lymphocytes

45-75  46,5 + 2,3  64,8 + 2,0  * 1,39

CD3+/HLA-DR+, %
activ.T-cells 

5-10  4,3 + 0,4  7,7 + 0,4 * 1,79

CD4+8+, %
immatureT-cells

0-1  1,2 + 0,1 1,2+ 0,1 1,00

CD4+8-, %
T-helpers/inductors

30-45  24,1 + 2,2  37,5 + 1,9 * 1,56

CD4-8+, %
T-suppr./cytotoxic

25-35  20,7 + 1,7  31,1 + 1,8 * 1,50

CD4+/ CD8+ 1,2 -2,3  1,16 + 0,01 1,20 + 0,02 1,04

CD3+/16+56+, %
Т-killers

3-8   1,4 + 0,3   4,1 + 0,4  * 2,93

CD3-/16+56+, %
N-killers (NK-cells)

7-13   4,3 + 0,8 10,1 + 1,4 * 2,35

CD3-19+, %
B-lymphocytes

5-13   8,0 + 0,5  4,9 + 0,7  * 0,61

CD3-/HLA-DR+, %
activ. B-cells

5-13  11,3 + 0,6  8,6 + 0,4 *  0,76

CD14+
Monocytes

3-8  6,0 + 0,4 7,3 + 0,5 1,22

CD45+14-, %
Granulocytes

50-65 66,9 + 1,6 64,4 + 1,5 0,96

* -  significant differences as compared with indices before treatment (Р < 0,05)

An analysis of the individual immunogrammes revealed that ERBISOL contributes to the

normalization of immunologic indices independently on the initial state of patients so in patients

at early stages of disease in a case of an insignificant deviation from the norm of immunological

values,  ERBISOL effect was mostly manifested  as immunoprotective ones, thus warning the

negative  effect  of  chemotherapy  on  the  patient  immune  system.  At  that  time,  ERBISOL

revealed  the  immunomodulating  effect side  by side  with  the  hepato-  and immunoprotective

effects in patients who were hospitalized with pronounced immunodepression of the immune cell

link. The preparation contributes to an increase in an amount of Т-lymphocytes (by 39,1 %), Т-

killer (by 192,8  %),  Т-helpers  (by 55,6  %)  and Т-suppressors/cytotoxic  cells (by 50,2  %);

additionally  a number  of active Т-lymphocytes  and NK-cells  were increased by 79,1 % and

134,9 % respectively. Exciding initial amount of monocytes consisted of 21,7 % after the therapy

course. However all these indices  were within the limits of the norm and corresponded to the

parameters of the immune status in healthy people. 
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Side  by  side  with  this,  the  decrease  of  B-lymphocytes  number  (by 38,8  %)  and  the

expression of their activation molecules (CD3-/HLA-DR) (by 23,9 %) was noted. The increased

activity of B-lymphocytes is undesirable in treatment of oncologic patients since the antibodies

produced  by them,  discovering  the  specific  antigen  determinants  of  malignant  cells,  cannot

eliminate such cells, but screen them, interfering the exposure of these antigens by T-killers,

specialized for the elimination of malignant cells. 

Thus,  the use of ERBISOL preparation in complex therapy of oncologic patients

contributes to the activation of macrophages/monocytes, the differentiation of T-lymphocytes,

the reinforcement of cell immunity and the decrease in B-lymphocytes activity, that promotes the

formation of antitumorous body protection in the process of chemotherapy course and can result

in inhibiting the growth of malignant tumors. ERBISOL as a preparation of the accompaniment

improves significantly the effectiveness of treatment under chemotherapy by two directions. 

Fist of all,  as a repairer,  hepatoprotector and immunoprotector,  the preparation activates

macrophages,  protecting the healthy cells and tissues from an  injury by the  chemical

preparations, recovering the damaged normal cells and thus remaining the aggressive ones to

affected malignant cells,  that allows to use the more strong schemes with usage of  the drastic

chemical preparations selectively influencing malignant cells without the negative consequences

on patient clinical state, preventing nausea,  vomition and hair shedding. 

Secondly, as an immunocorrector, it recoveries the antitumorous functions of the immune

system, and despite  the  damaging  effect  of  chemical  preparations,  contributes  to  the

normalization of immune cell  link in patients after  treatment.  This allows,  in contrast to the

standard “naked”  chemotherapy,  to  include  the  antitumorous  body protection  in  the  periods

between the courses that subsequently influences on the increased level of life quality, permits to

the substitution of some chemotherapy courses by those of immunotherapy.

A  decrease  in  a  number  of  patients,  who  were  needed  the  repeated  courses  of

chemotherapy in nearest terms,  and also the decrease in the frequency of new metastatic node

occurrence during the periods between the planned therapeutic courses were noted by the next

examination of patients after the course of complex therapy using ERBISOL preparation. 

The results, obtained under studying the influence of different preparations of ERBISOL

class on an expression of blood leukocytes antigens in healthy donors as well as patients with

immunosuppression of immune T-cell link, allow to suppose a probable direction of changes at

the prescription of ERBISOL ULTRApharm preparation in complex treatment patients  with

oncopathology, that to the greater degree contributes to the increase of a quantity of  N- and T-

killers,  possessing the high potential of anomalousl cell elimination,  thus providing the active
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antitumorous  body  protection. All  this  requires  the  further  studies  including  the  clinico-

immunological examination of patients.  

Conclusion

1. An incubation of blood leukocytess with the preparations of ERBISOL class results in

the activation of T-cell immunity (Т-helpers,  Т-suppressors/cytotoxic cells,  Т-killers and  NK-

cells) and the inhibition of humoral immunity, that is realized by В-lymphocytes. The degree of

activation and inhibition is dependent on the degree of immunity disorders: the more deviation

from the norm, the more immunomodulating effect of studied preparations is manifested.

2. Comparing the effect of ERBISOL preparations on the blood cells in patients with T-

immunodeficiency,  it  was  established,  that  ERBISOL ULTRApharm to the greater

degree, than other preparations, activates T-helpers,  Т-suppressors/cytotoxic cells, T-

killers and  NK-cells, and decreases a number of B-lymphocytes and their activation,

that  allows  to  form the  antitumorous  protection  of  organism.  Extra  ERBISOL has

effect on unspecific immunity,  activating monocytes/macrophages and  NK-cells, that

provides  with  the  intensification  of  the  reparation-adaptation  body  functions.

ERBISOL  combines an ability for strengthing  both the reparation-adaptation body

functions and killer  link of immunity.

3. Prescription of  ERBISOL at chemotherapy in oncologic patients  favourably tells  on

their tolerance of chemical preparations and promotes the recovery of disordered T-cell

immunity  and  the  decrease  in  humoral  immunity  (an  decrease  in   B-lymphocytes

amount and an expression on them the activation HLA-DR-molecules),  that provides

with the increase antitumorous body protection and the improvement of life quality in

oncologic patients in the periods between the chemotherapy courses.  
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	Secondly, as an immunocorrector, it recoveries the antitumorous functions of the immune system, and despite the damaging effect of chemical preparations, contributes to the normalization of immune cell link in patients after treatment. This allows, in contrast to the standard “naked” chemotherapy, to include the antitumorous body protection in the periods between the courses that subsequently influences on the increased level of life quality, permits to the substitution of some chemotherapy courses by those of immunotherapy.


